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Abstract

An emerging view in cognitive neuroscience holds that the extraction of emotional rel-

evance from sensory experience extends beyond the centralized appraisal of sensation

in associative brain regions, including frontal and medial-temporal cortices. This view

holds that sensory information can be emotionally valenced from the point of contact

with the world. This view is supported by recent research characterizing the human

affiliative touch system, which carries signals of soft, stroking touch to the central

nervous system and is mediated by dedicated C-tactile afferent receptors. This basic

scientific research on the human affiliative touch system is informed by, and informs,

technology design for communicating and regulating emotion through touch. Here, we

review recent research on the basic biology and cognitive neuroscience of affiliative

touch, its regulatory effects across the lifespan, and the factors that modulate it. We

further review recent work on the design of haptic technologies, devices that stimu-

late theaffiliative touch system, suchaswearable technologies that apply the sensation

of soft stroking or other skin-to-skin contact, to promote physiological regulation. We

then point to future directions in interdisciplinary research aimed at both furthering

scientific understanding and application of haptic technology for health andwellbeing.
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INTRODUCTION

From the literally searing pain you experience when you acciden-

tally touch a hot burner to the comfort you feel from a loved one’s

caress, touch can feel intrinsically bad or good. An emerging perspec-

tive in affective cognitive neuroscience extends beyond the view that

such affective coloring of perception is always the result of appraisal

processes mediated by the central nervous system. This emerging per-

spective looks to evidence that perception canbeemotionally valenced

from the point of contact with the world.1–3 As illustrated above, a

paradigmatic example of a sensory system that carries valenced infor-

mation from theperiphery is the human tactile system.On thenegative
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end of the valence spectrum, the dedicated pain system has been well

characterized; however, the identification of receptors mediating the

positive end of the spectrum, a human affiliative touch system, is rel-

atively recent. In addition to inspiring an explosion of research, the

discovery of receptors dedicated to affiliative touch has informed—and

is informed by—new technology design for communicating and regu-

lating emotion through touch. In this paper, we review recent research

on affiliative touch, its regulatory effects across the lifespan, and fac-

tors that modulate it. We also review recent work on the design of

haptic technologies, devices that stimulate the affiliative touch system

to promote physiological regulation. We then point to future direc-

tions in interdisciplinary research aimed at both furthering scientific
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understanding and application of haptic technology for health and

wellbeing.

BACKGROUND

Decades of research on the interplay between sensory experience and

emotion has constructed a canonical picture of emotion–perception

interactions. In this view, which we refer to as the central modulation

view, brain regions sensitive to emotional/motivational relevancemod-

ulate activity in sensory cortices, altering the perception of sensory sig-

nals, and promoting adaptive behaviors.4–6 Here, the amygdala—along

with other associative brain regions, such as the ventral prefrontal

cortex, locus coeruleus, and ventral striatum—appraises the incom-

ing sensory information to tag the emotional/motivational salience

of objects and events. Feedback projections from these associative

areas back into sensory cortices selectively enhance or inhibit percep-

tual processing. The central modulation view is well supported by a

robust body of predominantly vision-oriented research; yet, it is not

the whole picture. Examination of nonvisual sensory systems suggests

that, rather than being solely dependent on central modulation, the

perceptual experience can be valenced from the point of contact with

the world.1,2,7 The tactile system is one such sense, as the skin itself

contains receptors responsive to positive and negative sensation.8

The cognitive neuroscience of positive affective touch—a relatively

newarea of research—supports a viewbywhich the emotional salience

of sensation is conveyed from the periphery to the central nervous

system. Note that here, and throughout this paper, the terms “emo-

tion” or “emotional” refer to states elicited by events that act to

motivate behavior,9 rather than discrete categorical emotions (e.g.,

happiness, fear, etc.10). In this view of peripheral affective coding,

assessment of the affective or motivational salience of the world is no

longer separate from, or superordinate to, raw sensation. Rather, the

direct interface with physical characteristics of the environment can

color perception with emotional meaning independently of appraisal

by the central nervous system. This valenced contact in turn modu-

lates perceptual experience as well as other cognitive processes. One

major factor giving rise to this updated view of emotion/perception

has been in response to recent work in characterizing affective

somatosensation–signals of physical touch mediated by receptors

that are sensitive to valenced information rather than discriminative

properties.

Over the past 5 years, there has been an explosion of publications

refining our understanding of positive affective touch–from its basic

biology, to its role in emotion regulation and development, to individ-

ual differences in it, to contextual factors that modulate its effects. In

parallel, an emerging field of haptic design has begun to integrate these

same features into the development of technologies to support human

emotional wellbeing. In the following review, we synthesize much of

this recent work from psychology and cognitive neuroscience and

integrate it with literature from computer science that incorporates

emotion-related information into haptic design. We contextualize our

review within a view of affective perception that stresses the role of

affectively colored perception that is valenced from the initial point

of contact with the world. Note that, because affect is, by definition,

valenced, and nociception (pain perception, which is well-researched

and beyond the scope of this review) is a form of negative affective

touch, we will diverge from the more commonly used terminology of

affective touch and refer to the subject of this paper as affiliative touch.

We use the term affiliative because we are referring to a specific form

of evolutionarily conserved positive touch thought to serve formation

andmaintenance of caregiving and social bonds in primates.8,11,12

CHARACTERIZING AFFILIATIVE TOUCH

Of all the sensory organs, the skin receives information that is themost

proximal to us. It provides an intimate experience of the environment

and can act as a conduit of social–emotional communication. A simple

touch alone can convey and evoke a range of positive (as well as neg-

ative) emotions. Although the experience of tactile sensation can be

modulated by numerous factors, its valence is in part inherent to the

structure andwiring of the peripheral nervous system.On the negative

end of the valence spectrum, receptors dedicated to affective aspects

of aversive touch sensation–pain–have beenwell-studied over the past

century (e.g., Refs. 13 and 14). Signals of pain are carried from the

skin by unmyelinated slow-conducting C fibers, as well as myelinated

A-delta fibers, and are involved in both reflexive responses and the cog-

nitive experience of pain.15,16 In contrast, it is only since the turn of the

millennium that research on affiliative touch perception has taken off.

Prior to this point, investigation of human touch had focused on the

glabrous, or nonhairy, skin of the palms, neglecting the hairy skinwhere

C-tactile (CT) receptors are found.8 It took the investigation of recep-

tor types in hairy skin to identify a type of low-threshold mechanore-

ceptor that responds preferentially to slow, sustained, caress-like

touch.17 Although originally identified in cats in 1939,18 the pres-

ence of these affiliative receptors, known as C-tactile (CT) afferents

in humans, was not reported in humans until 1988.19 Furthermore, it

was not until 1999 that a pioneering study using microneurography

(measuring nerve activity by inserting a needle electrode under the

skin) reliably confirmed their existence.20 Subsequent work has fur-

ther found that the leaf-shaped CT receptors are arranged in what is

poetically described as palisades around the hair follicle21 and are maxi-

mally sensitive to a gentle, stroking touch.22 CT receptors are distinct

fromnociceptors subserved by other unmyelinatedC-fibers and froma

range of A-beta receptors subserved by faster-conducting myelinated

fibers that allow for discriminatory touch (i.e., tactile sensations that

discriminate the characteristics of what is being touched) (Figure 1).

CT receptors have small receptive fields,23 fire preferentially to certain

levels of pressure and stroking velocity (1–10 cm/s, often operational-

ized as 3 cm/s) as well as at a preferred temperature (32◦C).22 They

interact with fibers carrying discriminatory touch information21,24 and

project directly or indirectly to multiple nodes of affective evaluation

in the central nervous system.25–27 Importantly, stimuli that evoke
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Glabrous Skin Non-Glabrous (Hairy) Skin
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Hair follicle
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A-delta (pain)
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Affec�ve and mixed touch
Interneuron**

**Can be integrative across fiber types

Cortical Sensitivity

*Schematic is NOT intended to be exhaustive of all somatosensory receptors

F IGURE 1 Schematic of parallel somatosensory pathways. Somatosensory information is received at the tactile receptors embeddedwithin
skin.While most receptor subtypes are present in both glabrous and nonglabrous (i.e., hairy) skin, CT fibers sensitive to affiliative touch are limited
to nonglabrous regions. It should be noted that there is some evidence that A-beta fibers may also play a role in the experience of affiliative touch
pleasantness. Signals of discriminatory, painful, and pleasant touch are conveyed to the central nervous system along distinct afferent fibers, with
some integration of these signals occurring within the dorsal horn of the spinal cord.Within the cortex, somatosensory information is represented
and processed across a number of brain regions, notably including primary/secondary somatosensory cortices (discriminatory touch) as well as
orbitofrontal/ventromedial prefrontal, anterior cingulate, and insular cortices (affective andmixed-valence touch representations). Dashed
outlines indicate areas not visible on the surface in the sagittal view presented. CT, C-tactile.

higher CT firing rates also typically evoke higher ratings of subjec-

tive pleasantness,28 although the relationship between velocity and

pleasantness is also modulated by the duration and spatial pattern

of contact with the skin.29 CT receptors may also be only one of

a putative family of receptors, each sensitive to distinct qualities of

affiliative social touch.21,30 There is also growing evidence that myeli-

nated A fibers contribute to experienced pleasantness of soft stroking

and pressure,29,31,32 although the precise mechanisms by which this

occurs—andwhether it is a function of centrally modulated associative

processes—is still not known.33

The findings summarized above first provided the foundation for

the affective34 and social12,35 touch hypotheses. These have proposed

that CT afferents mediate affective rather than discriminatory aspects

of touch, conveying information about affiliative body contact that is

primarily (but not exclusively) associated with social emotions, such

as comfort and affection, which in turn can promote social bonding.

This is in stark contrast to the traditional conception of somatosen-

sation that focuses on exteroceptive touch information conveyed by

fast-conducting myelinated pathways. Together, this evidence sug-

gests an important processing mechanism for affiliative touch signals,

with likely correlates in the brain and behavior that show distinct

developmental trajectories.

MEDIATION OF AFFILIATIVE TOUCH IN THE
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM

A defining feature of the affiliative touch system is a functional and

anatomical dissociation from discriminatory and aversive somatosen-

sory pathways in the peripheral nervous system8—although this disso-

ciationmaynot as be as absolute as previously thought.33 CT receptors

propagate their signals into the central nervous system along dis-

tinct afferent fiber pathways, parallel to those carrying discriminatory

and aversive touch information. Although they may propagate within

the same spinothalamic bundles, affiliative touch signals carried by

CT afferents are not interrupted by pathway ablation in the same

manner as signals carried by other unmyelinated afferent types.33 Fur-

thermore, although integration of affiliative and discriminatory touch

signals has been observed as early as interneurons in the dorsal horn,36

there is evidence that there is also some dissociable functional and

anatomic processing of these signals within the brain as well. Within

the canonical work investigating brain responses to tactile stimula-

tion, a dissociation emerged between the roles of the posterior insula

and primary somatosensory cortex (SI) related to their respective pro-

cessing of affiliative and discriminative touch.34 Subsequent work has

supported these early findings, providing substantive evidence for
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affiliative touch processing in the posterior insula26,37,38 with limited

dependence on processing in S1.27,39,40 A meta-analysis of functional

magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies further elucidated the dis-

tinct processing roles of somatosensory and insula regions regarding

their treatment of affiliative touch signals.38 It was found that, across

studies, insular and somatosensory regions not only differ in their

processing of affiliative touch signals, but also engage dissociable func-

tional networks. Moreover, temporal latencies in the neural responses

to touch observed in posterior insula and S1 are consistent with those

expected for unmyelinated and myelinated axons, respectively,41 sug-

gesting that these regions are primarily receiving tactile signals from

different channels. A final source of support for the critical role of the

insula in affiliative touch processing can be found in work that investi-

gated the perceptual outcome of insular damage. In this work, insular

damage was associated with the impaired perception of both ipsi- and

contra-lateralCT-mediatedbutnotdiscriminatory touch,42 reinforcing

its importance in affiliative touch processing.

With the explosion of recent interest in affiliative touch, a deeper

understanding of how and where these signals are processed in the

central nervous system beyond the canonical insular structures is

also developing. A robust network of brain regions has emerged as

responsive to affiliative touch signals. Regions consistently identified

as responsive to affiliative touch signals are the anterior cingu-

late (ACC),25,27 orbitofrontal/mediofrontal (OFC),26,27,43 and insular

cortices.26,37,38 Our own research used a multivariate approach to

fMRI (representational similarity analysis) to model-specific informa-

tion instantiated as distributed activation patterns in response to soft

stroking versus pressure pain versus no active touch in these regions.26

Model testing indicated a distinction between the way the ACC/insula

and the ventromedial prefrontal cortex represented affective touch

information (Figure 2). Of these regions, it was only the ventromedial

prefrontal cortex/OFC activation patterns that instantiated informa-

tion about affiliative touch independently from information about

painful touch (Figure 2D). However, patterns of activation across 3

cm3 voxels within a large region do not preclude more differential

representations at smaller, including neuronal, scales.

All three regions mentioned above (ACC, OFC, and insula) not

only respond to affiliative touch signals, but also display patterns of

robust functional connectivity between each other.43 Whereas each

of these structures independently displays dense interconnectedness

across the brain, together they form a powerful core processing net-

work for affiliative touch information that has the ability to influence

widespread processes across the brain. For example, activation in stri-

atal regions, known for their role in integrating social action with

reward,44 covaries with OFC and ACC activity during CT afferent

activation.43

Another structure that can play a role in affiliative touch process-

ing is the amygdala. One of the canonical roles of this structure is the

appraisal of incoming sensory information for affective salience.6,45

Activity in this region typically covaries with sensory experience–

including somatosensation—in an event-related manner. We have also

found that it is only the amygdala that represented information about

the positive valence of affiliative touch as inversely related to infor-

mation about the negative valence of painful touch.26 Yet, during the

experience of affiliative touch, amygdala activity appears to function-

ally decouple from sensory input.46 This suggests that affiliative touch,

as coded by the peripheral nervous system, may act as a signal to turn

centralized affective processing away from sensory appraisal.47 It is

as if the sensation of gentle affiliative touch is an indicator that we

are cared for and not in harm’s way—a potent signal of environmen-

tal safety that allows us to turn down our other affective monitoring

systems. Consistent with this, there is evidence of touch-induced vagal

tone, reduced vigilance,46 and oxytocin release48,49 in response to CT

afferent stimulation. Affiliative touchmay just signal that everything is

ok.33

EFFECTS OF AFFILIATIVE TOUCH ON
SELF-REGULATION

The idea that soft gentle strokinghas a calmingeffect is intuitive. Imme-

diate social regulatory effects of CT-mediated touch include reduced

behavioral and autonomic stress indices. For example, receiving CT-

optimal stroking—oftenoperationalizedas light stroking at3 cm/s—has

been found to increase indices of vagal tone, including heart rate

deceleration and heart rate variability50,51 Additionally, studies using

facial electromyography as an objective measure of valenced response

have found that activation of the corrugator, or “frowning,” muscle—

often used as an index of the presence of negative affect (e.g., Ref.
52)—is consistently reduced during CT-optimal stimulation compared

to either faster or slower touch.53,54 In a correlational study, self-

reported receipt of social touch (alongside social support) was also

found to predict self-reported loneliness, although this effect was not

associatedwith individual differences in heart rate variability at rest.55

CT-optimal touch can also play an important role in pain regula-

tion. In a recent study, both subjective pain ratings and electroen-

cephalography (EEG) indices elicited by a painful laser stimulation

were demonstrated to be reduced during the experience of CT-optimal

touch compared to a faster rate of stroking.56 This demonstrates the

influence of affiliative touch on pain signaling through changes to both

the subjective experience of nociceptive signals and the alteration of

quantitative cortical responses.

Beyond regulating stress and pain, some researchers have proposed

that affiliative touch plays an active role in establishing and maintain-

ing social bonds by reciprocally modulating the release of endogenous

opioids and oxytocin (e.g., Ref. 49). In nonhuman primates, blocking

mu-opioid receptors canonically implicated in analgesia and reward57

increases the tendency to groom and seek grooming.58,59 This sug-

gests that mu-opioid receptors help establish and reinforce affiliative

relationships through physical interaction. Building on these findings,

a rare human study investigating mu-opioid receptor activity used

positron emission tomography (PET) to demonstrate a reduced acti-

vation of the endogenous opioid system during affiliative (nonsexual)

touch.60 In the PET scanner, participants received pleasurable caresses

from their partners in one condition and lay alone in the other. Effects

of touch versus its absence (alone condition) were observed in primary
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(A)

(C) (D)

(B)

F IGURE 2 Representational weight of somatosensory information in the cortex. Results of pattern component modeling with
representational similarity analysis of fMRI data indicating that cortical regions sensitive to somatosensory information show distinct pattern of
representation for varying somatosensory information. (A) Primary somatosensory cortex displays the greatest response to discriminatory tactile
(i.e., valence independent) experience as well as active, transient touch experience (operationalized as the equivalent representation of positive
and negative tactile manipulation relative to nomanipulation). (B, C) Insular and anterior cingulate cortices display distinct patterns of activation
that reflect the experience of painful and affiliative touch as highly similar (active touch), as well as pain-specific representations. Dashed outlines
indicate areas not visible on the surface in the sagittal view presented. (D) Ventromedial prefrontal cortex displays activation consistent with
unique representations of both painful and affiliative touch experience. Data are summarized fromKryklywy et al.26 fMRI, functional magnetic
resonance imaging.Note: Cortical regions outlined here are not meant to be reflective of the precise neuroanatomy but are rather intended to
demonstrate the variability of expected cortical response as it relates to affiliative and nonaffiliative somatosensory signaling.

and secondary somatosensory cortices, the amygdala, medial PFC, and

canonical hubs of the reward system. Notably, effects of the affiliative

touch condition on endogenous opioid activity were also observed in

the ventromedial prefrontal cortex and the insula,60 which are both

known targets of CT afferent pathways.26,43 It is, however, impor-

tant to note that while the pleasurable touch used in this design likely

activated CT afferents, it was not specific to CT-optimal stroking—or

necessarily to touch at all given the lack of a no-touch control in the

presence of a romantic partner.

Finally, when we think of pleasurable interpersonal touch, the first

association that often comes to mind is erotic touch. A natural ques-

tion concerns the degree to which CT-optimal stroking is associated

with erotic experience.WhereasCT-optimal velocities have been asso-

ciatedwith higher eroticismaswell as pleasantness ratings in bothmen

and women, peak eroticism ratings are found to be elicited by a slower

velocity than the peak CT-optimal velocity when operationalized as

3 cm/s. This has been interpreted as an indication that sensations of

eroticism likely involve a distinct pattern of activation of both CT and

other (e.g., A-beta) fibers.61

Taken together, this body of literature highlights the critical role of

affiliative touch on the development and maintenance of mental well-

ness. It also suggests a potential set of novel clinical applications that

leverage the unique ability of affiliative touch in mediating feelings of

pain and connectedness to address conditions previously resistant to

treatment. Note that while specific treatment targets and approaches

lie outside of the scope of this review, the breadth and strength of

influence that affiliative touch signals—and other forms of peripher-

ally identified valence—have onmood andpain perception suggest that

the topic warrants considerable further investigation (for additional

discussion of potential future work, see Box 1). Finally, by broadening

the conceptualization of sensory-focused therapies to incorporate the

effects of affiliative touch,wemaybetter understand themechanismof

action in current, or previous, examples of successful sensory-focused

treatments (e.g., Ref. 62).
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BOX1Questions for future affiliative touch research

Can the direct influence of affiliative touch signals (and other

sources of valenced peripheral information) on associative

brain structures involved in emotion regulation be leveraged

to assist with overcoming treatment-resistant mental health

conditions?

How might altered sensitivity to affiliative touch informa-

tion be related to social-behavioral profiles characteristic of

specific clinical syndromes?

What brain systems and processes enable interactions

between sensory modalities that modulate responses to

affiliative touch?

How and where do sensory signals of affiliative touch, gen-

erated in the periphery, interact with contextual cues, such

as the gender or identity of the toucher, to mediate social

bonding (e.g., expression of affection to others)?

What is the long-term impact of social interactionwith haptic

technology designed to target affiliative touch pathways on

social connectedness, relationship outcomes, and emotional

wellbeing?

THE AFFILIATIVE TOUCH SYSTEM IN
DEVELOPMENT

The CT afferent system is thought to be highly conserved and struc-

tured across the lifespan and across species. Its regulatory capacity is

a likely influence on infant−caregiver relations and should be observ-

able very early in development. Thus, developmental research is crucial

to testing claims about any potential role in mammalian coregula-

tion. Anecdotally, nearly any parent can testify to the importance, and

effectiveness, of stroking, hugging, and jiggling for calming a fussy new

baby. Indeed, a whole body of developmental work on social touch was

generated decades ago, originally in response to nonhuman primate

and rodent research finding effects of maternal grooming of infants on

optimal development of the stress system (for review, see Ref. 61). Yet,

much of this research focused on the broad category of social touch,

which includes many forms of touch outside the forms of soft stroking

typically used to activate CT receptors.63 More recently, with the

boom in research on affective touch systems, there has been increas-

ing attention to aspects of social touch that our somatosensory system

denotes as positive from the point of contact: CT-mediated touch.63

Claims that the CT afferent system is highly conserved across

species are supported by consistent responses to gentle stroking

observed in species from rodents to nonhuman primates to human

infants (for review, see Ref. 63). Convergent evidence also supports

claims that the CT-mediated affiliative touch system, which does

not rely on slow-maturing myelination processes, is already “online”

almost from birth. For example, increased parasympathetic responses

to stroking, relative to static touch, can be observed in preterm

infants,64,65 suggesting the system is pretuned to affiliative stroking

prior to social interaction. Moreover, video evidence indicates that

mothers spontaneously stroke their young infants at velocities that

activate CT afferents. Later in childhood, once they are old enough

to reliably report subjective experiences, children (5–8 years of age)

rate 3 cm/s stroking velocities as more pleasant than other veloci-

ties, just as adults do.66 A body of evidence that maternal stroking

mitigates the effects of maternal depression on infants in the early

months further supports the importance of CT-mediated touch on

healthy infant–caregiver relations. For example, the effects ofmaternal

postpartum depression, which is associated with more negative emo-

tional responses and physiological stress reactivity at 6 months, have

been found to be limited to infantswhosemothers reported infrequent

stroking of their infants.67 A further study found that higher levels of

reportedmaternal stroking were associated with reducedmethylation

of the glucocorticoid receptor gene (a gene implicated in the physio-

logical stress response) in infants whose mothers experienced a sharp

increase in depression after birth.68

Neuroimaging studies in infants have further elucidated the impact

that CT afferent touch systems have on development.69,70 Studies

conducted with fMRI and diffuse optical tomography have shown

consistent evidence that activation in the insula, as a primary target

of CT afferent fibers,37,38 is already sensitive to CT-optimal touch

from early in infancy. Furthermore, there is additional neuroimaging

evidence that the central nervous system is involved in mediating the

effects of CT-optimal stroking on the pain response in young infants.

One study71 found that CT-optimal stroking can reduce the pain

response in infants, as indexed by EEG recordings, by 60%; however,

this effect diminished over repeated pain exposures. Interestingly,

a second experiment from the same authors did not find consistent

neural habituation to the analgesic effects of CT-optimal touch. The

authors concluded that interval timing is crucial tomaintain the effects

of CT-optimal stroking on pain regulation.71

Thus, developmental studies support claims that the CT-mediated

affiliative touch system serves to regulate pain and stress from the first

days of life. Reduced stroking may be one pathway by which mater-

nal depressionmay result in hypersensitive stress systems in offspring,

while more stroking can mitigate effects. Finally, insula activation sen-

sitivity,which is observed in adults, is alsopresent in very young infants.

Outstanding developmental questions center on understanding the

degree to which lower-level perceptual sensitivity to CT-optimal

touch comes to increasingly interact with contextual factors (reviewed

below) that modulate it,63 and how the CT afferent system comes to

interact with sensory systems in social regulation processes.

INDIVIDUAL AND CONTEXTUAL DIFFERENCES IN
AFFILIATIVE TOUCH RESPONSES

Following an early phase of research characterizing the basic prop-

erties of the CT afferent system and how its signaling influences

perception and development, a second wave of research has begun

to elucidate contextual factors that modulate the initial response to
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CT-optimal touch. To date, these include sex differences, cultural dif-

ferences, mood state, and the social intent and identity of the toucher.

One reliable, and unsurprising, factor that influences the perceived

pleasantness of CT-optimal touch is sex/gender. Although some find-

ings in the domain of gender differences have been equivocal, a recent

robustly powered study found that women and men gave equiv-

alent pleasantness ratings for touch velocities that ranged around

CT-optimal velocities; however, women expressed comfort with touch

from a wider range of social partners, particularly female ones, than

men did.72 This study also reported cultural differences in female com-

fort with opposite-sex partners. Moreover, although average pleas-

antness ratings are highest for CT-optimal touch in general, that may

not be true for a given individual or may even vary over time within

an individual. A recent study tested the stability of reliable findings

of affective habituation and discovered a reduction of pleasantness

ratings for CT-optimal stroking over time. This study found that 43%

of participants showed a pattern of response to repeated affiliative

touch stimulation that reflected habituation to the subjective pleas-

antness, while only 36% showed a stable response over time.73 This

suggests that (1) rather than being a universal phenomenon, there

is considerable variability in canonical habituation patterns, and (2)

rather than being a stable phenomenon, the experience of affiliative

touch is influenced by state/contextual factors.

A few specific state factors have beenmeasured to date. An intuitive

factor to investigate is loneliness and desire for touch. During COVID-

19 shutdowns, participants who reported more longing for touch, and

experiencedmore stringent social isolation, rated videos of CT-optimal

touch asmore pleasant.74 To test the hypothesis thatCT-optimal touch

engages affiliative processes modulated by serotonin, a team in the

United Kingdom used tryptophan depletion to reduce serotonin lev-

els before administering CT-optimal touch to the forearm in the MRI

scanner.75 Tryptophan depletion did not reduce pleasantness ratings.

However, the fMRI data revealed an elegant dissociation between

discriminatory and affectively salient stimulation. The placebo group,

but not the serotonin-depleted group, showed more activation in a

region of the orbitofrontal cortex for strokes on the forearm versus

strokes to the CT receptor-free ventral surfaces of the left fingers, sug-

gesting depletion reduced CT afferent mediated touch responses in

a brain region sensitive to affective valence. The placebo group also

showed somatosensory cortex sensitivity to ventral finger strokes rel-

ative to strokes to the forearm.75 These results suggest that serotonin

does not simply tune brain regions that are sensitive to the affective

salience of social touch. Rather, its role may be to tune the central ner-

vous system’s capacity to selectively respond to tactile information by

enhancing the discriminatory activation of regions sensitive to affec-

tive touch, enervated by CT afferents, as well as regions sensitive to

discriminatory touch enervated by A-beta fibers.

Another fMRI study manipulated context by using olfactory stim-

uli to create state changes that influence the brain and subjective

responses to touch pleasantness.76 It was found that the presence of

a disgusting odor reduced the perception of touch pleasantness. Fur-

thermore, individual differences in subjective ratings of odor unpleas-

antness were correlated with activation of the somatosensory as well

as the orbitofrontal cortex (albeit assessed in a sample of only 22 par-

ticipants, which is underpowered to detect reliable correlations). If

replicated in a larger sample, such findings would suggest that context

alters perceptual aspects of affiliative touch as well as those associ-

ated with affective salience. Moreover, interactions between sensory

modalities may also influence the predisposition to produce affiliative

touch. A pair of studies has reported suggestive results indicating that

viewing images of bonding versus nonbonding human pairs increased

muscle activity in finger flexor muscles and reduced EEG signals of

motor readiness prior to the instructed finger movement.77,78 Such

findings highlight the complex interplay between the senses.

Unsurprisingly, another contextual feature known to modulate the

pleasantness of affiliative touch is the identity of the toucher. At a basic

level, strokes at velocities rated as more human are consistently per-

ceived as more pleasant.29 Touch from people perceived to be more

attractive is also experienced as more pleasant.79 Consistent with this

finding, heterosexual men showed greater activation in S1 in response

to sensual touch when they thought the toucher was an attractive

woman versus a man. This again suggests that affective context in the

form of the toucher influences activation in a region thought to be

primarily dedicated to discriminatory processing.80 In this case, the

observation of activation in S1–a region less involved in processing

the relatively raw CT afferent signals—suggests that it is the result

of centralized modulation of experience rather than differences in

the strength of the initial CT afferent signals of valence. In a more

recent study, which was powered to detect individual differences, the

administrationof oxytocinwas found to intensify activation in theante-

rior cingulate cortex as well as the nucleus accumbens, a key node in

dopaminergic reward anticipation circuitry, in response to the touch of

a perceived partner compared to that of a stranger. Differential acti-

vation in the nucleus accumbens was correlated with the degree to

which the participants reported themselves to be passionately in love.

Although CT-optimal touch is typically experienced as rewarding, the

nucleus accumbens is not among the regions often reported as sensi-

tive to CT-optimal touch. This finding suggests that an oxytocin boost,

or an element of anticipation or prediction error, may be required to

engage the midbrain reward circuitry in response to affiliative touch.

What remains unknown, however, is how or where in the brain the

relationship-specific modulation of the response to affiliative touch is

instantiated.Work in human neuroimaging has demonstrated dissocia-

ble representations for different touchers (stranger vs. partners) in the

orbitofrontal cortex and amygdala as well as somatosensory cortices.

This study revealed additional refinement in activation patterns (same-

sex vs. opposite-sex stranger) observed in the insula.81 This suggests

that, of the nodes of systems sensitive to affiliative touch, the insula, a

primary target of CT afferents, can be highly influenced by additional

nonsomatosensory information, including the identity of the toucher.

Finally, sources of individual differences in affiliative touch sensi-

tivity have begun to be elucidated, with a focus on neurodivergence.

Allodynia, which results from neuronal injury, is a condition of extreme

sensitivity to touch such that normally pleasant or innocuous touch

is experienced as aversive.82 In a study in which it was experimen-

tally induced, allodynia was associated with reduced pleasantness of
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CT-optimal touch as well as impaired discriminatory touch accuracy,

implicating an influence on both CT and A-beta signal processing.82

Autistic traits, measured on a continuous scale, have also been associ-

ated with reduced pleasantness ratings for CT-optimal touch in both

participants with autism spectrum disorder and in controls.83 More-

over, participantswith anorexia have also shown reduced pleasantness

ratings for affiliative touch;84 however, a recent study found this

responsewas not specific toCT-optimal touch andwasmore a function

of beliefs or general interoceptive sensitivity.85 As the study of individ-

ual differences in both neurotypical and neurodivergent populations is

still nascent, a good deal of future work will likely be devoted to it.

In the sections above, we reviewed key experimental findings on

the role of the affiliative touch system in self-regulation as well as fac-

tors that in turn modulate its response. In the section that follows, we

nowdiscuss examples of how this knowledge has been applied in haptic

technology designed to enhance human self-regulation andwellbeing.

HAPTIC TECHNOLOGY AND AFFILIATIVE TOUCH

Haptic technology

Haptic technology, as studied and developed within the broader con-

text of robotics and human−computer interaction within computer

science and engineering, is found today in many consumer and pro-

fessional products. Such technology provides the capability to create,

modulate, or replicate an experience of touch using a diverse range of

mechanisms, and targets the full range of cutaneous, kinesthetic, and

proprioceptive receptors. In these fields, the term haptic is understood

to refer to devices that generate both tactile and kinesthetic sensa-

tions rather than just tactile sensations. Tsetserukou and colleagues86

described affective haptics as “an emerging area of research which

focuses on thedesignof devices and systems that can elicit, enhance, or

influence the emotional state of a human by means of sense of touch.”

Since at least 2002, researchers have been using and developing many

forms of haptic technology in the service of “affective haptics.” Build-

ing on findings from psychology and neuroscience, this technology has

the potential to harness the power of our growing understanding of

CT-optimal touch. It can be used to devise applications that leverage

our knowledge of the affiliative touch system’s capacity to mediate

self-regulation to reduce stress and improve health andwellbeing.

In the next section, we focus on technologies that stimulate the CT

afferent system, andhighlight two research foci thathave received sub-

stantial attention in the last decade: haptics used to (1) communicate,

display, or render emotion, and (2) facilitate self-regulation.87

Technologies that stimulate the CT afferent system

In this domain, researchers have explored wearable, tabletop, and

hand-held forms of technology that serve the need for human-to-

human touch through technologically mediated touch. The technolo-

gies have been studied in the context of rendering remote social touch

between partners,88 family members,89 friends,90 and patients and

their loved ones.91 The growing neuroscientific understanding of CT

afferent systems supports the importance of emotional communica-

tion in contexts of physical isolation, such as those experienced by

vulnerable populations during COVID-19 shutdowns. These technolo-

gies can be designed to directly mimic human-to-human social touch

interactions92 and replicate these naturally occurring behaviors in

interactive systems that activate the CT afferent system by stroking

(e.g., Refs. 93 and 94). Using stroking speeds (1–10 cm/s) and opti-

mum temperatures (32◦C) based on prior neuroscientific work,28,95

Liu et al.’s device attempts to render a caress-like sensation through

a pneumatic-actuated sleeve. The sleeve encompasses an array of

microblowers and inflatable pouches that apply pressure and ther-

mal stimuli. The device renders discrete tactile stimulation from haptic

actuators embedded in a sleeve, sequentially activating them at an

optimum speed to create an illusory sensation of continuous stroking.

Although it has only been evaluated by a metric of pleasantness at this

stage, stroking patterns associated with high pleasantness play a cru-

cial role in regulating stress and pain responses as described above in

the section on the role of affiliative touch on self-regulation.

Self-regulation

Haptic technology used to facilitate self-regulation is often designed

to influence biological processes that are, at least indirectly, subject to

voluntary influences on such physiological processes as heart rate and

breathing.96–98 However, other technologies have been successfully

used to target visceral, nonconscious control loops. Notably, Calmer

is a robotic device that is placed in an incubator to directly simulate

multiple components of touch that have been found to reduce pain

in preterm infants during medical procedures.99 Inspired by a core

design known as Haptic Creature,100 Calmer (Ref. 101; https://www.

youtube.com/watch?v=x35P24MDliA) simulates human skin-to-skin

contact to infants in incubators (Figure 3). Specifically, it administers a

breathing motion through a rhythmically moving, pneumatically pow-

ered bellows; the sound of a human heart-beat rendered as pressure

waves via a subwoofer; and skin-like tactility. A randomized clinical

trial demonstrated the health benefits of Calmer.99 Infants who had

Calmer installed in their incubators demonstrated equivalent pain and

heart rate variability following a heel lance to those who experienced

facilitated tucking, a commonhuman-touch intervention. It is likely this

technology has components of affiliative touch that show promise for

enabling self-regulation in infants when a human touch is unavailable.

In other forms of affective haptic design,87 common configurations

for self-regulatory devices include robotic companions, wearables (e.g.,

smart watch, smart sleeve jackets), and objects (e.g., chair, cushion,

plushie, fidget-spinner) chosen for ease of adaptation to a user’s

day-to-day practices and contextual use.102,103 Often these applica-

tions use closed-loop regulation processeswherein the haptic stimulus

changes are triggered or modulated based on the user’s physiological

state98,104 or touch interaction.105,106 The physiological state in turn is

estimated by sensors that are embedded in the physical object of inter-

actionorwornbyparticipants. Theseeasy-to-usewearabledevices and

ambient objects lay the groundwork for future identification of affec-
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(A)

(B) (C)

F IGURE 3 Illustration of versions of the Calmer device used tomimic skin-to-skin contact for premature infants as described in Holsti et al.99

and Hauser et al.101 (A) Full setup of the Calmer device with doll for illustration. (B) Illustration of the standalone Calmer device without skin-like
surfacematerial or peripheral devices. (C) Illustration of the Calmer device inserted into a bassinet and in active use with an infant in a neonatal
intensive care unit.

tive states that can automatically trigger stroking-like tactile actuation

to activate the CT afferent system, thus facilitating self-regulation in a

wide range of populations.

Looking forward

To date, the bulk of the research described above has been design-

oriented and exploratory in nature. Many of the cited works seek to

assess basic feasibility (e.g., the degree to which interventions produce

a measurable visceral response). Beyond feasibility, contemporary

computational methods promise interactive emotion recognition and

training on individualizedmodels.Machine-learningmethods have rec-

ognized markers of affective state, or its shifts, through individuals’

touch patterns at levels comparable to conventional affective com-

puting modalities such as brain activity, with implications for creating

nonintrusive, personalized interactive applications.107

Much of the research in this area has been conducted in single-

session laboratory studies due to the challenges of deploying hardware

prototypes in users’ daily life—despite the evidence for individual dif-

ferences in response to affiliative touch as described in this paper.

There is a need for longitudinal in situ evaluation of such technolo-

gies, with an open challenge of how the designs of remote social

touch can be personalized to suit individual preferences and context of

use. With current empirical evaluations in terms of design preference,

acceptability, and usability,87 next steps involve studying the longitudi-

nal effects of such technologies on social connectedness, relationship

outcomes, and emotional satisfaction. They also involve fine-tuning

technology based on the growing understanding of the neurobiology of

the human haptic system reviewed in this paper. This requires an inter-

disciplinary approach that incorporates cognitive science, psychology,

and neuroscience108 to provide theoretical foundations and methods

for interaction quality and their effectiveness in affective communica-

tion or regulation. These in turn can provide crucial tools for further

developing our understanding of human affiliative touch.

CONCLUSION

In this review, we have discussed recent findings in the cognitive neu-

roscience of affiliative touch in conjunction with research in haptic

technology design that is informed by and informs psychology and

neuroscience research. We reviewed what is known about the basic

biology of CT afferent fibers as well as their primary targets and the

instantiationof hedonic touch information in thehumanbrain.We then

examined evidence of the role of the CT afferent system in affecting

regulation in adulthood and development, as well as individual differ-

ences in and contextual influences on its function. These findings were

contextualized in an evolving view of emotion–perception interactions

in which peripheral stimulation evokes signals that are valenced by

virtue of the receptors that are activated, and thus does not depend on

centralized assessment to determine affective salience. This emerging
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view in cognitive neuroscience emphasizes the importance of con-

tinuing to delineate the family of putative affiliative touch receptors

and the specific information they convey for a biologically grounded

approach to haptic design. It also suggests numerous crucial applica-

tions in a historical period where many people, often from vulnerable

populations, are experiencing high levels of isolation or distance from

loved ones. It can further spur the development of haptic technologies

that are increasingly efficient at targeting these systems for effective

technological interventions aimed at improving health and quality of

life.
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